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durate that even the gracious and mighty works of L#hriet met only unbelief.

This approach would account for the$'Ø'xtremely strong statement of the rea

son for t'eir ubbelief which introduces the saying of Is.: "therefore they

could not beliefe because Isaiah says...". This emphasis on the sovereign

judicial action of God is further enhanced by the changes John makes in the

LXJ( citation. The original causal area of th..i aeb. hiph. by which, gram

matically at least, the prophet is commanded to make the heart of the people

fat, etc., is rendered in the LAX by a third sing. pass. and by two 5 ple.:

the empksis is put on the ppople's action in their own hardening as a re

sult of the prophetic preaching, arid one verb is made impersonal, with the

precise agent left undetermined. In John, by a condensation and precis with

the use of x different words, God is made the agent, and the remainder of

the causal area of the hih. is explored: God, the roohet (Christ), and

the people are all agents in the hardening of their haarts. This emhasie

on Divine sovereignty is a characteristic trait of John, discernabbe in such

passages as 6.44; 1C.26-29; 7.21; 6.39; 17.2, 6, 12, 24, and the entire ch.

The statement by John that the people could not believe bocause the pro

phet had predicted it reveals a high view of the finality and authority of

Scripture: when God had spoken, it was imossible that it should be other

wise, or fail to be fulfilled.

2he citation from Is. is immediately couled in the same context

with anoter citation from to. bearing on the same theme of bhe unbelief of

the people. The question, "dho has believed our report?" seems to come from

either the prophet of the believing group who see in the Suffering Servant

their sin-bearer and Saviour. Thus the question is again raised as to

whether Is. does not constantly assume the presence of the believing group

or remnant to whom the oassages of blessing are spoken, or for whom such

passages would be particular'y meaningful and comforting.

Acts 28.26,27.

The citation from s. is here spoken by Paul with reference to the
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